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Abstract

With the recent refugee ‘crisis’, the liability for refugee-generating once again becomes a matter of concern in international law. When situations in a few countries are generating the majority of the global refugee population, it is pertinent to ask ‘who are generating refugees in these countries,’ ‘do they bear liability of any kind under international law for generating refugees,’ and ‘if yes, are there legal mechanisms in place to enforce the liability.’ This paper aims to address these questions.

Despite scholarly endeavors dated back to as early as 1939, positive international law in its current shape still seems unable to establish the liability of refugee-generating entities. No treaty spells out such liability, and it seems hard to argue that such liability exists in customary international law. This highlights a normative lacuna in the intersection between International Refugee Law and the Law of International Responsibility, as neither the framework of State responsibility nor that of transboundary harm can be applied seamlessly to refugee-generating situations.

To address this normative lacuna, this paper argues for a new way to establish international liability of refugee-generating entities based on Louis Henkin’s theory of ‘constitutional international law’. After defining ‘refugee-generating entities’ by reference to Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, this paper envisions possible mechanisms under domestic and international law to enforce the liability of refugee-generating entities and appraisals their practicality and desirability.
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1. Introduction

Refugee protection poses a unique and pressing challenge to the global community and international law, especially at the present time. According to UNHCR’s annual statistical report, there were 19.9 million refugees in the world in 2017. Another 5.4 million Palestinian refugees were registered by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA).

As UNHCR pointed out in its 2017 statistical report, ‘[a]ltogether, more than two-thirds (68 per cent) of all refugees worldwide came from just five countries’. This highlights a striking feature of today’s refugee problems, i.e. situations in a few countries are generating the majority of the global refugee population. As Table 1 illustrates, every year from 2010 to 2017, numbers of refugees coming from the top three to five origin countries already constituted the majority of global refugee population.

Table 1: Numbers of refugees from top origin countries and their percentage in annual worldwide refugee population: 2010–2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Worldwide refugee population (million)</th>
<th>Numbers of refugees coming from top origin countries and their percentage in the worldwide refugee population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>Syria (6.31, 32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>Syria (5.52, 32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>Syria (4.87, 30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>Syria (3.88, 27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>Afghanistan (2.56, 22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>Afghanistan (2.59, 25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>Afghanistan (2.66, 26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>Afghanistan (3.05, 29%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In light of this finding, it is natural to ask (1) who is generating the refugees from these countries? (2) whether they bear any liability under international law for generating refugees, and (3) if international liability for generating refugees can be established, are there legal mechanisms in place to enforce it? This paper aims to address these questions.

Queries about the liability of refugee-generating entities (RGEs) under international law are nothing new. As early as 1939, when the law of international responsibility had not developed into legal frameworks as it has today, Sir Robert Jennings demonstrated an attempt to establish State responsibility for creating refugees based on the abuse-of-rights doctrine and the sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas principle. With developments in the codification of the rules on State responsibility, some contemporary writers continued to argue for the application of State responsibility to refugee-generating countries, especially in light of the initiatives for a ‘preventive’ approach to refugee problems.

1 UNHCR, Global Trends: Forced Displacement in 2017 at 2, available at www.unhcr.org/5b27be547.pdf (last visited 24 August 2018). UNHCR’s statistics adopt a broad definition of refugees which includes refugees defined under treaties and the UNHCR Statute, individuals granted complementary or temporary protection and people in refugee-like situations, at 61.
2 Ibid at 2.
3 Ibid at 3.
4 All the statistics are excerpted from the UNHCR Global Trends reports and calculated by this author.
6 The most notable codification is that of the International Law Commission which resulted in the adoption of the Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts.
within the United Nations.\(^8\) One recent reiteration can be found in Guy Goodwin-Gill and Selim Sazak's 2015 article in *Foreign Affairs* entitled *Footing the Bill: Refugee-Creating States' Responsibility to Pay*.\(^9\) Focusing on the Syrian refugee crisis, they argued that 'the State of origin could be held financially liable [...] and subjected to sanctions for generating refugees and proposed that frozen assets of refugee-generating countries should be used to provide humanitarian assistance to refugees.'\(^10\)

Despite scholarly endeavors, however, the liability of RGEs for refugee-generating still does not exist in treaties or customary international law. As commentators point out, international refugee law has been focusing almost exclusively on the responsibility of receiving States since its birth.\(^11\) No provision in the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees\(^12\) (‘1951 Convention’), its 1967 Protocol\(^13\) or the OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa\(^14\) (‘OAU Refugee Convention’) addresses RGEs’ liability. Due to the lack of widespread State practice and opinio juris, it is also unconvincing to find RGEs’ liability in customary international law. As Flavia Giustiniani noted in 2015, ‘[p]ractice shows that host States, rather than openly invoking the responsibility of source countries, have found it more practicable to limit their own [responsibility to protect refugees].’\(^15\)

This paper aims to make the following contribution to the discussion of RGEs and their liability. First, this paper emphasises the need to identify RGEs. So far, there is no clear prescription in international law – no norm of international refugee law, international human rights law or international criminal law – to determine who is responsible for refugee-generating. Although one may intuitively propose that anyone who violates human rights and therefore leads to mass flows of individuals is an RGE, defining RGEs as such can be under inclusive. As analysis in Section 2 will demonstrate, there can be good reasons to identify RGEs in some cases even if the entities in question have not violated international human rights law. Moreover, as Section 3 will show, refugee-generating – i.e. the creation of a ‘well-founded fear’ of persecution – does not necessarily require an actual breach of international human rights obligations. Therefore, the identification of RGEs is not always clear cut and leaves room for discretion in some circumstances. Such complexities with the identification of RGEs deserve recognition and discussion.

Second, this paper aims to establish the liability of RGEs in international law. Although this topic has been addressed by others, most of the existing literature relies on the law of international responsibility – State responsibility or strict liability in international law – as the legal basis of RGEs’ liability. Such an approach, however, is hard to maintain from the perspective of positive law. As Section 3 will demonstrate, there are various legal obstacles to applying State responsibility or strict liability seamlessly to refugee-generating. In other words, the law of international responsibility de lege lata is insufficient to establish RGEs’ liability in international law. In order to tackle this problem, this author uses Louis Henkin’s theory of ‘constitutional international law’ to argue for a new way of establishing RGEs’ liability.

The lack of liability of RGEs not only demonstrates a normative lacuna in international law but also poses a pressing and fundamental threat to the sustainable functioning of international refugee protection. Because the liability for generating refugees is not established, much less enforced, more and more displacement overflows are being produced from top origin countries while the receiving States become less and less willing to admit asylum seekers into their territory.\(^16\) If this continues to be the case, the system of international refugee protection will be doomed to collapse.

It has long been noted that the solution to refugee problems should have at least two complementary sides: the ‘protection’ side that focuses on the receiving States’ obligation to protect refugees and the ‘root cause’ side that prevents and alleviates refugee-generating activities in the countries of origin.\(^17\) The root cause side would address the liability of RGEs. Although there were once some initiatives for a ‘preventive’ approach to refugee problems within the United Nations,\(^18\) such initiatives did not lead to actual establishment or enforcement of RGEs’ liability. Today, international refugee law still only ‘poses several obligations on third States, but none directly on the country of origin.’\(^19\) The current refugee ‘crisis’ indicates that solely relying on the protection side is far from sufficient to solve refugee problems, and many receiving States have started to show considerable reluctance if not hostility towards receiving refugees and asylum seekers. Therefore, it is no longer an option for international refugee law to solely focus on the receiving States and turn a blind eye to the root causes that generate refugees in the first place.

---

11 Tomuschat, supra note 7 at 59. See also James C. Hathaway & Michelle Foster, *The Law of Refugee Status*, 2nd edn (Cambridge University Press, 2014) at 301 (‘refugee law is not concerned with assessing State responsibility’).
12 28 July 1951, 189 UNTS 150 (entered into force 22 April 1954).
16 Many new tools have been invented by receiving States, especially the developed countries, to prevent asylum seekers from entering their territory, see Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen & James C. Hathaway, ‘Non-Refoulement in a World of Cooperative Deterrence’ (2015) 53 Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 235 at 248–257.
17 See e.g. Akhavan & Bergsmo, supra note 7 at 243.
18 See ibid at 248–251; Hofmann, supra note 8 at 695–697.
19 Giustiniani, supra note 15 at 173.
The objective of this paper is to first establish the liability of RGEs in international law and then explore possible mechanisms to enforce it. In order to establish the liability of RGEs, we need to (1) identify who are RGEs (Section 2) and (2) find a theoretical framework to establish RGEs’ liability in international law (Section 3). In the search for a theoretical framework, it will be demonstrated that the law of international responsibility in its current shape is hard to seamlessly apply to RGEs (Section 3.1). Therefore, this paper argues for a new way to establish RGEs’ liability based on Louis Henkin’s theory of constitutional international law (Section 3.2) and then envisages possible mechanisms under domestic and international law to enforce the liability of RGEs (Section 4).

Before going into detailed analysis, it is necessary to clarify the terminology that will be used in this paper. ‘Responsibility’ and ‘liability’ are synonymous in many languages, and this paper does not stress any inherent philosophical or linguistic distinction between them. In accordance with their common usage in international law discourse, the ‘law of international responsibility’ refers to the whole branch of international norms and principles that deal with the responsibility of different actors in the international legal system. Given the ILC’s work under the topics of ‘State Responsibility’ and ‘International Liability for Injurious Consequences arising out of Acts Not Prohibited by International Law’, the terms ‘State responsibility’ and ‘strict liability’ in this paper denote the meanings defined under the respective ILC topics. This author prefers the term ‘liability’ for RGEs to emphasise both that monetary compensation is the intended form of responsibility and that the rationale underlying RGEs’ liability is more analogous to strict liability than State responsibility.

2. Identifying RGEs: a difficult task

The first step in the project of establishing and enforcing the liability of RGEs is to identify who are RGEs. As far as this author’s research has revealed, existing studies simply presume the origin States as RGEs and focus on their responsibility without exploring whether non-State actors could also be RGEs. This author contends that both non-State actors and the origin States can be RGEs given how the concept of refugee is interpreted in contemporary international law.

There are different legal definitions of refugee in international law. Considering that the 1951 Convention ‘remains the sole, legally binding, international instrument providing specific protection to refugees’, this paper limits its discussion of the liability of RGEs to Convention refugees. Revised by Article 1 of the 1967 Protocol, Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention defines a Convention refugee as any person:

owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.

2.1 State-centered paradigm and the interpretation of refugee definition

Convention refugee definition is premised on two fundamental concepts: persecution and protection. According to Article 1(A)(2), a refugee is someone who has a well-founded fear of persecution and cannot find sufficient protection in the country of origin. The precise meaning of ‘persecution’ and ‘protection’ is, however, nowhere defined in the 1951 Convention. Since ‘international law […] has always been peculiarly susceptible to the tyranny of phrases,’ the interpretation of key phrases in the refugee definition has always been subject to controversies.

One interpretive controversy regards who can persecute and protect individuals under the 1951 Convention. In the early years of the interpretation of the Convention refugee definition was premised on a strict State-centered paradigm in which States are presumed to (1) be the only agent of persecution and protection; and (2) have effective control over the whole territory. Under this State-centered paradigm, the qualifications of refugee status were simplified to the only scenario of ‘monolithic aggressor State’ persecuting its people.

---

20 The term ‘strict liability’ (as opposed to ‘international liability’) is used to correspond to the ILC work under ‘International Liability for Injurious Consequences arising out of Acts Not Prohibited by International Law’ because (1) strict liability captures the essence of relevant ILC rules and (2) the ILC’s work under this topic only covers strict liability regarding transboundary damage from hazardous activities rather than laying out the general rules regarding all kinds of international liability.
21 Certain understanding of liability construes it as a form of responsibility narrowly defined to stress the ‘obligation to pay compensation or make reparation for injuries’; Sompong Sucharitkul, ‘State Responsibility and International Liability under International Law’ (1996) 18 Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Review 821 at 822.
22 See Jennings, supra note 5; Tomoscutch, supra note 7; Akhavan & Bergsmo, supra note 7; Giustiniani, supra note 15; Hofmann, supra note 8.
25 J. L. Briely, Matters of Domestic Jurisdiction (1925) 6 British Yearbook of International Law 8 at 8.
28 See Section 2.4, below.
29 UNHCR, Guidelines on International Protection: ‘Internal Flight or Relocation Alternative’ within the Context of Article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention and/or 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees, UN doc. HCR/GIP/83/04 (2003) at para 7 (‘National authorities are presumed to act throughout the country’).
30 James C. Hathaway & Michelle Foster, ‘Internal Protection/Relocation/Flight Alternative as an Aspect of Refugee Status Determination’, in
Subsequent practice under the 1951 Convention has witnessed the loosening of this strict State-centered paradigm, as ‘fragmented State power’ has become an international reality in recent decades. According to Eeva Nykänen, ‘[t]he nation state is no longer the sole holder of the relevant power, but instead various non-state actors [among a wide spectrum] have become increasingly significant in this regard.’ As a response, the State-centered paradigm in the interpretation of the refugee definition has been loosened to (1) generally accept non-State persecution and (2) start to acknowledge non-State actors as a qualified source of protection to a certain extent. The following analysis will first identify RGEs under the strict State-centered paradigm and then proceed to scenarios that involve non-State persecution and non-State protection.

2.2 States as RGEs: strict State-centered paradigm

Under the strict State-centered paradigm of the refugee definition, States are RGEs. When States are the only actors of both persecution and protection in refugee law, the lack of protection is demonstrated by the very fact of persecution – one cannot expect the availability of State protection when the State itself is the persecutor. Therefore, in practice a well-founded fear of Convention-relevant persecution – provided that no exclusion provisions applied – was [generally treated as] the only criterion for recognition of refugee status prior to the late 1970s when the State-centered paradigm dominated the interpretation of international refugee law, and the precise meaning of protection in the refugee definition was not much discussed.

2.3 Loosening the State-centered paradigm (I): identifying RGEs in non-State persecution

2.3.1 Non-State persecution and the lack of State protection

The concept of non-State persecution emerged around the 1980s to ask if international refugee law had evolved to a point to accept non-State actors as the agents of persecution. Although the 1951 Convention is silent about non-State persecution and previous State practice regarded States as the exclusive actors of persecution, non-State persecution has been accepted in the subsequent agreements and practice of many contracting parties. After a period of debates over how to define persecution from non-State actors, the definition of non-State persecution has generally been settled.

Nowadays, non-State persecution is usually defined as serious harm (i.e. severe violation of human rights) carried out by non-State actors that the State is unable or unwilling to protect the victim from. By definition, the existence of non-State persecution entails a lack of State protection. Only when the State is unable or unwilling to protect can the victim be said to have a well-founded fear of being persecuted by non-State actors.

2.3.2 Identifying RGEs in non-State persecution

To identify RGEs in cases of non-State persecution is more complicated because non-State persecution is defined by both the harm from non-State actors and the State's lack of protection. When the actor of harm and that of protection no longer overlap, who should be identified as an RGE: the non-State persecutor (the actor of harm), the State (the actor of failed protection) or both? This question requires a deeper look at the conceptual underpinnings of RGEs.

For the purpose of this paper, the aim of identifying RGEs is to further establish and enforce their liability under international law. Therefore, two components of liability are important for the conceptualisation of RGEs: causation and blameworthiness. The element of causation is clearly implicated in the word ‘generate’ which means to ‘cause, give rise to’. As Michael Moore noted, ‘[c]ausation matters to legal liability’ and causation ‘in the context of attributing responsibility […] refers to a natural relation that holds between events or states of affairs.’ In non-State persecution, both non-State persecutor and State satisfy this causation requirement, because both the events of non-State persecution and the State's lack of protection are indispensable in defining non-State persecution.

Blameworthiness is also significant for the identification of RGEs because causation is not always a sufficient condition for liability in the realm of law. In domestic law, for example, ‘[p]eople are not necessarily blamed for the bad things
they cause', which means that 'blameworthiness involves more than cause and effect'. In the context of liability for refugee-generating, the persecutor – both State and non-State actor of persecution – is of course blameworthy. But it might be reasonably argued that the State is not to blame when it is willing yet unable to protect the individual from non-State persecutors.

In non-State persecution, the blameworthiness of States is easy to establish when they are unwilling to protect the individual from non-State persecution. Unwillingness to protect makes the State complicit in or an enabler of persecution and therefore blameworthy for refugee-generating, when 'the State itself is unequivocally responsible for the infliction of serious harm', central government encourages or condones persecution carried out by subordinate or localized arms of the government or 'the State [tolerates or tacitly encourages non-State persecution] despite clear ability to intervene'.

But is the State blameworthy when it is willing yet unable to protect? The scenario of 'willing yet unable to protect' means that '[t]he State does not condone persecutory measures carried out by non-State agents but is unable to provide protection against them'. The State's inability to protect may or may not involve its government having lost effective control over parts or the entirety of the territory.

When the State is willing yet unable to protect the individual from non-State persecution, blameworthiness of the State in refugee-generating is clearly susceptible to disagreements. Since '[t]o be blameworthy, one must have made a choice to engage in conduct which causes an undesirable outcome and '[t]he relevant choice only exists if the [actor] could have conducted themselves so as to avoid the undesirable outcome', the incapacity of States to protect makes it seem unduly harsh to blame States for refugee-generating especially when they have shown their 'best efforts' (yet still failed) to protect. But on the other hand, not identifying States as RGEs might in practice lead to the problematic trend of giving States an easy pass, considering that States can always claim they are unable to protect and that the precise line between unwillingness and inability to protect is often hard to draw in practice.

In sum, non-State persecutors are always identified as RGEs. States are also identified as RGEs when they are unwilling to protect. But it is controversial as to whether States should be identified as RGEs when they are willing yet unable to protect the individual from non-State persecution.

In conclusion, in cases of non-State persecution: (1) the non-State persecutor is always an RGE; (2) a State is an RGE when it is unwilling to protect individuals from the real risks of non-State persecution; (3) it is inconclusive if the State is an RGE when it is willing yet unable to protect individuals from the real risk of non-State persecution.

2.4 Loosen the State-centered paradigm (II): identifying RGEs when non-State protection is acknowledged

2.4.1 The recognition of non-State actors of protection

While the loosening of the State-centered interpretive paradigm to include non-State persecution for the purpose of refugee status determinations (RSD) has been generally accepted, the discussion is rather scant as to the acceptance of non-State protection. The reality in many top origin countries of refugee flows is that State protection is not available in a considerable portion of the territory simply because the central government has lost effective control over these areas.

In light of the reality, it does not seem unreasonable to extend the source of protection to non-State actors at least in the areas under effective control of non-State actors. The EU Qualification Directive, for example, has formally recognised non-State entities as the actors of protection for the purpose of RSD under Article 7.

Although the inclusion of non-State entities as actors of protection has led to many criticisms, there has been emerging international practice to recognise non-State protection provided that non-State actors indeed provide 'true efficient and durable' protection. Such durable and effective non-State protection is most likely to exist when the non-State entities have gained the de facto status of 'stable quasi-State authorities who control a clearly defined...
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 territory of significant size and stability, and who are able and willing to give effect to rights and to protect an individual from harm in a manner similar to an internationally recognised State. Under Article 7 of the EU Qualification Directive, ‘parties or organisations, including international organisations’ may qualify as non-State actors of protection when they are ‘controlling the State or a substantial part of the territory of the State’.

2.4.2 Non-State actors of protection as RGEs?

With the extension of actors of protection to non-State entities, a difficult question arises: whether non-State actors of protection can be identified as RGEs when they fail to protect individuals from persecution. Since States (as actors of protection) are identified as RGEs at least when they are unwilling to protect, should the same rationale apply to non-State actors of protection?

Again, arguments can be made on both sides about the blameworthiness of non-State actors of protection. The key point of disagreement is whether the distinction between State and non-State actors matters for international law to place blame in the form of liability. Although qualified protection in a certain part of territory may be provided by both States and non-State actors, it does not necessarily entail that international law holds both to the same standards of blameworthiness.

It might be argued that the blameworthiness threshold for States is lower because States’ obligations to protect are premised on their privileged position as the sole holders of sovereignty. Without a corresponding power to exercise the exclusive competence […] in regard to its own territory, it could be argued that non-State actors’ responsibility to protect is also lower than that of States. It might also be questioned if non-State actors are bound by international refugee law in the first place. Therefore, it cannot be definitely concluded whether non-State actors of protection can be identified as RGEs.

2.5 Interim conclusion

In sum, the identification of RGEs can be summarised as follows:

For categories B.1.2 and B.2 where international refugee law is inconclusive about whether the entity in question is an RGE, the discretion lies with decision-makers themselves, such as the receiving States.

3. Establishing the liability of RGEs in international law

Now that RGEs have been identified, this section aims to find a theoretical framework to establish the liability of these entities in international law for refugee-generating. The following analysis will demonstrate that the law of international responsibility in its current shape, which includes the frameworks of State responsibility and strict liability, cannot
apply to RGEs seamlessly due to various legal obstacles. Therefore, this paper turns to another theoretical framework based on Louis Henkin’s theory of ‘constitutional international law’ to establish RGEs’ liability.

Since the aim of this section is to establish RGEs’ liability, a preliminary question asks to whom RGEs are liable to pay compensation. Although commentators have previously envisaged State responsibility for refugee-generating against individual refugees, the receiving States and the international community as a whole, this paper focuses solely on the liability of RGEs against the receiving States for two reasons. First, in terms of practicality, the receiving States are more resourceful, and therefore more likely than individual refugees and the ‘international community as a whole’ to find actual methods to enforce the liability of RGEs. Second, providing receiving States with a ‘right’ or cause of action for compensation against RGEs is central to restoring the operational workability of international refugee protection. Receiving States will be more likely to maintain commitment to international refugee protection when they are equipped with a legal mean to seek monetary compensation from RGEs and use it in ‘providing [refugees] with a humane life’.

3.1 Liability of refugee-generating: the normative lacuna in the law of international responsibility

3.1.1 Lack of rules of international responsibility to non-State actors

In accordance with the identification of RGEs, both States and non-State actors can be RGEs. The role of non-State actors in refugee-generating cannot be underestimated, but concrete rules are generally lacking in the law of international responsibility to non-State actors. As James Crawford noted, ‘State responsibility is [still] the paradigm form of responsibility on the international plane’ while the law of international responsibility has also extended to international organisations, ‘it is doubtful whether any general regime of responsibility has developed to cover [other non-State actors]’. Therefore, the law of international responsibility in its current form is not capable of establishing the responsibility of non-State RGEs except for international organisations. However, non-State RGEs are usually entities other than international organisations, such as clans, militias, armed groups and terrorist groups. The liability of these non-State RGEs clearly goes beyond the scope of the law of international responsibility.

3.1.2 Obstacles of applying State responsibility or strict liability to States for refugee-generating

After finding that the law of international responsibility is generally unable to establish the liability of non-State RGEs, we now turn to see if States’ liability for refugee-generating can be established by the law of international responsibility. The law of international responsibility has been largely articulated through the work of ILC which has provided two frameworks – State responsibility and strict liability. For the purpose of this paper, we refer to the ILC Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (‘Draft Articles on State Responsibility’) for the framework of State responsibility and the Draft Principles on the Allocation of Loss in the case of Transboundary Harm arising out of Hazardous Activities (‘Draft Principles on the Allocation of Loss’) for the framework of strict liability. The following analysis demonstrates that neither framework can apply seamlessly to establish the liability of State RGEs.

3.1.2.1 Obstacles of applying State responsibility

In order to establish State responsibility for refugee-generating, there must be an internationally wrongful act of the origin States. An action or omission constitutes an internationally wrongful act when it (1) is attributable to the State under international law and (2) constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the State. Even when State responsibility for refugee-generating has been established, the receiving State must qualify as an injured State so that an action or omission constitutes an internationally wrongful act of the origin States.

55 Tomuschat, supra note 7 at 71–77; Lee, supra note 56 at 552–564.
56 Tomuschat, supra note 7 at 77–78.
57 See Lee, supra note 56 at 537–538.
59 Garry, supra note 60 at 101.
60 Goodwin-Gill & Szakacs, supra note 9.
61 See Section 2, above.
62 Kalin, supra note 35 at 415.
64 Ibid at 18.
65 James Crawford, Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law, 8th edn (Oxford University Press, 2012) at 539.
68 Draft Articles on State Responsibility, art. 1 (‘Every internationally wrongful act of a State entails the international responsibility of that State’).
69 Ibid, art. 2.
as to invoke the responsibility of State RGEs.70 As this author has repeatedly emphasised, monetary compensation is the intended form of RGEs’ liability because a right of monetary compensation for the receiving States is central to restoring the sustainable functioning of international refugee protection.

Identifying the breach of international obligation is the key step in establishing State responsibility, because only after the breach of ‘primary’ rules of international law is pinpointed can the ‘secondary’ rules of State responsibility be applied to see if the breach is attributable to the State and what legal consequences it may incur. Surprising as it may seem, there is no general rule in international law that prohibits States from generating refugees.71 Since refugee-generating per se is not a breach of international obligation, we need to look elsewhere for the breach of a primary rule of international law. So far, scholars have tried to base State responsibility for refugee-generating on two sets of primary rules – international human rights law and territorial sovereignty.

**International Human Rights Law.** Many commentators pointed out that States violate their obligations under international human rights law in refugee-generating.72 Convention refugees must have a well-founded fear of persecution. Since persecution is now commonly understood as severe violation of human rights, it seems plausible to rely on international human rights law to establish State responsibility for refugee-generating.

Here two obstacles appear. First, while State persecution is attributable to a State, non-State persecution is usually not attributable to a State.73 Second, although many refugees may have experiences of past persecution, the refugee definition does not require actual persecution. All that is required is a well-founded fear of persecution. This has led some commentators to caution that ‘the flight of single individuals generally does not suffice [to establish an internationally wrongful act], considering that it could be based on a mere, though well-founded, fear of persecution or other fundamental human rights violations, rather than concrete breaches [of international human rights law].’74

Faced with these obstacles, can we argue that States have breached their international human rights obligations as long as some individual in their territory is at real risk (i.e. well-founded fear) of persecution regardless of the actors of persecution? The answer seems to be no. Although some human rights jurisprudence has grown to recognise States’ positive human rights obligation to take measures to intervene ‘at the time of the existence of a real and immediate risk to the life of an identified individual,’75 the legal standard (such as the standard of ‘immediate risk to the life’) in such human rights jurisprudence is not applicable to the general scenario of refugee-generating.76

**Territorial Sovereignty.** In addition to international human rights law, commentators have also resorted to territorial sovereignty as a source of primary rules of international law in the attempts to establish State responsibility for refugee-generating.77 Commentators generally refer to territorial sovereignty and sovereign equality to argue that refugee-generating – especially when resulting in mass-influx – violates the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the receiving States. Many authors referred to receiving States’ sovereignty/sovereign rights to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over their own territory and population78 and argued:

> while in principle States have the sovereign right to decide who to admit in their territory, such a right would be seriously limited if a country were confronted with a mass flow of people who could not be refouled for legal or humanitarian grounds.79

Such a line of argument, however, is questionable in many respects. To start with, sovereignty might be too vague80 a concept to qualify as a concrete/specified source of international obligation that is required by Article 2(b) of the Draft Articles on State Responsibility. Since almost every breach of international obligation can be described as a certain violation of State sovereignty, it is reasonable to require a clear identification of what international obligation is breached rather than allowing for a general claim based on State sovereignty.

Second, although the territorial integrity of States is indeed a significant legal interest protected by international law,81 it is hardly plausible for the receiving States to characterise refugee admittance as a violation of their territorial integrity. Since ‘territorial integrity, especially where coupled with political independence, is synonymous with territorial inviolability’82 violations of territorial integrity usually involve the threat or use of physical violence against a State or the exercise of sovereign authority in the territory of a State without that State’s consent.
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By contrast, refugee admittance is a demonstration rather than a violation of the receiving State’s consent. The international obligation to admit refugees comes from treaties (such as the 1951 Convention and the OAU Refugee Convention) created by the receiving States themselves. By ratifying or acceding to those treaties, the receiving States agree to admit refugees into their territory and transform such agreement into binding treaty obligations. Even when the receiving State encounters more refugees at the border than it is willing and able to take, it is not to be presumed lightly that the refugees are admitted against the receiving State’s consent or sovereign authority. Facing mass influx that goes beyond their capacity to accommodate, States have sovereign power to implement stricter border control or even close their borders. In fact, States are usually prepared to do so when a neighboring country becomes a source of refugee exodus. Therefore, it is hard to establish that the breach of territorial integrity is inherent in refugee-generating.

3.1.2.2 Obstacles of applying strict liability

While State responsibility is hard to establish for refugee-generating, many commentators turn to strict liability. As early as 1939 Jennings already referred to the *sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas* principle to argue that refugee-generating policy constitutes not merely an inequitable act, but an actual illegality in international law. The *sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas* principle was famously applied by the Trail Smelter arbitral tribunal. According to the tribunal:

> under the principles of international law […] no State has the right to use or permit the use of its territory in such a manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the properties or persons therein, when the case is of serious consequence and the injury is established by clear and convincing evidence.

This no harm rule from the *Trail Smelter* arbitration has subsequently been adopted in numerous instruments of international environmental law and led to the ILC’s framework of strict liability for activities involving risk of significant transboundary harm, which either is unforeseeable or, if foreseeable, is unavoidable even if a state takes due care.

Some commentators have argued for applying the *Trail Smelter* principle to refugee-generating by analogy. Such an ‘analogue application’, however, has no sound basis in international law because the entire strict liability framework was developed within the context of international environmental law and has nothing to do with refugee-generating. Unlike the framework of State responsibility, strict liability is a framework of ‘primary’ rather than ‘secondary’ rules. Therefore, rules of strict liability that deal with transboundary harm do not validate the applicability of strict liability to refugee-generating for the simple reason that refugees are not transboundary damage.

3.2 Establishing the liability of RGEs through Louis Henkin’s theory of ‘constitutional international law’

Although the law of international responsibility is unable to establish RGE’s liability, the legitimacy of RGE’s liability for refugee-generating is almost commonsensical. Because of RGEs, refugees are forced to leave their country of origin and seek asylum in a foreign country which is under legally-binding international obligation to receive and protect refugees. Since ‘the international community relies on individual [receiving] States to shoulder the primary responsibilities [of refugee protection]’, the costs of refugee protection also ‘sits on [the receiving State’s] own balance sheet’. It would be extremely unfair if RGEs did not have to bear the cost of refugee protection and the burden of refugee protection were shared only among the receiving States. Therefore, corrective justice is called upon to shift the emphasis on RGEs as part of the international burden-sharing regime […] to alleviate the receiving States from the cost of refugee protection.

It is precisely based on this understanding of corrective justice that the analogy is made between refugees and transboundary harms. According to Luke Lee:

> Refugees, of course, are not ‘fumes’. Nevertheless, certain legal similarities exist: both may cross international boundaries from countries of origin; both such crossings are preventable by the

---
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countries of origin; both such crossings are not made with the voluntary consent of the receiving States; and both such crossings may impose economic and social burdens upon the receiving States, for which the countries of origin will be responsible.94

Although the Trail Smelter principle cannot apply directly to refugee-generating, this author argues that Louis Henkin's theory of constitutional international law 'can legitimise – i.e. provide a legal basis for – RGEs' liability under international law.

Henkin's idea of constitutional international law was put forward in the context of classifying different types of non-treaty international law. He divided non-treaty international law into four categories by the difference in their legal nature: 'constitutional' law; 'basic' law; established customary law; and contemporary customary law.95

Traditional positivist understanding of international law regards State consent as the ultimate legal basis of every international rule.96 Henkin challenged such an over-simplified view by pointing out two categories of international law – constitutional international and basic international law – that are not created by State consent.

According to Henkin, 'the international system implies a number of assumptions and conceptions of axiomatic "constitutional" character'97 – they are defined as constitutional international law. Henkin provided the following examples of constitutional international law:

- the concepts of State and government, territory, population; the equality of States, State autonomy and its implications, notably the requirement of State consent and the effectiveness of consent to bind the State; territorial integrity and inviolability and the impermeability of the State as an entity; the principle of *pacta sunt servanda*; the concept of nationality; perhaps also established norms of diplomatic intercourse.98

Henkin clarified that constitutional international law is created by State consent via treaty or custom.99 Instead, constitutional international law is the ultimate and overarching theoretical premise upon which the entire normative system of international law that we know of today is based.

According to Henkin, constitutional international law includes the concept of State, State consent and its binding effect, and the principle of *pacta sunt servanda*. Only based on these 'axiomatic' concepts and presumptions can we justify treaty and custom as legitimate law-making mechanisms of binding international rules. Otherwise, how can one justify the bindingness of treaty or custom when the very concept of State and the binding effect of State consent are not presumed in the first place?

Just like in domestic legal systems, constitutional law's authority does not come from other domestic law, the authority – legality and legitimacy – of constitutional international law is inherent in the 'international system' itself so that '[t]he modern inter-State system inherited these principles (of constitutional international law) at birth; the basic assumptions of the system were in place.'100 Although Henkin's enumerations – such as the equality of States and territorial integrity – have been well-established rules of international law, Henkin's theory points to the axiomatic and implied binding nature of such rules. In other words, Henkin makes clear that the normative effect of the equality of States and territorial integrity – and any other rules of constitutional international law – does not depend upon any treaty or any product of State consent. Constitutional international law can be implied rules and does not need the validation of State consent via treaty or State practice. Therefore, Henkin's theory brings a new possibility of establishing RGEs' liability when such liability is neither spelled out in treaty nor prevalent in State practice. If we can derive RGEs' liability from an aspect of constitutional international law – even if RGEs' liability is not yet explicit in any treaty and still not prevalent in State practice – RGEs' liability can be established by extension of the binding effect of constitutional international law.

This author argues that territorial allocation is a fundamental aspect of constitutional international law. Since 'unlike domestic legal systems, the international legal system is essentially decentralized',101 power and authority is allocated among the territorial units of States in the international system so that 'every State has the right to exercise jurisdiction over its territory and over all persons and things therein.'102 Therefore, population (‘persons’) is also territorially allocated so that each individual is territorially linked to one (or in some cases more than one) State. This territorial link is conceptualised as nationality, which is included in Henkin's enumerations of constitutional international law.103

This territorial link between individuals and their State of nationality is crucial to establishing the liability of RGEs vis-à-vis the receiving States. Under international human rights law every individual is entitled to protection against persecution. But individuals are not entitled to claim protection from any State, because human rights obligations of a State extend only to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction.104 In accordance with the territorial allocation of population, the State of nationality is the default protector of its citizens because ‘everyone has the right
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to a nationality\textsuperscript{105} and to ‘return to his country (of nationality)’\textsuperscript{106} In contrast, under normal circumstances, individuals do not have a right to enter and stay in a foreign State without the permission of said State.

For each specific individual, constitutional international law has allocated the duty of protection and thus the financial burden attached to the country of nationality by default. Such a territorial allocation of the duty and financial burden of protection has been incorporated into the contemporary understanding of sovereignty. According to Hans-Georg Dederer, State sovereignty has both the ‘negative’ and the ‘positive’ side.\textsuperscript{107} While the positive side of sovereignty grants the right of a State to exercise the functions of a State within its territory to the exclusion of all other States, the negative side requires the State’s obligation to protect, within its territory, the rights of other States or of other subjects of public international law as far as it concerns their rights under public international law.\textsuperscript{108}

When it is established in constitutional international law that the duty and financial burden of protection is by default allocated to the individual’s country of origin, RGEs’ liability vis-à-vis the receiving States appears to be a reasonable corollary. Because of RGEs, refugees are forced to leave their default territorial unit of protection because sufficient protection is not available, and the duty and financial burden of protection is involuntarily transferred to the receiving States. This involuntary transfer of the duty of protection therefore establishes a right/cause of action to compensation for the receiving States against RGEs who need to pay for the financial costs of refugee protection.

It is worth emphasising that the receiving State’s international obligations of refugee admittance and protection do not exempt RGEs’ liability to pay, because the territorial transfer of protection duty is involuntary in nature for the receiving State. Unlike voluntary territorial transfer of protection duty, e.g. when the receiving State approves foreigners to enter and stay in its territory by issuing visas, the involuntary nature of refugee admittance is reflected in two significant aspects. First, the receiving State does not voluntarily choose the foreign individuals (i.e. refugees) to which protection duty is transferred. Second, the receiving State cannot voluntarily terminate the territorial transfer of protection duty by sending refugees back to their country of origin (i.e. the default territorial unit of protection) because of non-refoulement obligations. Therefore, the financial burden of refugee protection is involuntarily imposed on the receiving States, and RGEs are liable to pay up as the generators of said financial burden.

4. Possible mechanisms to enforce RGEs’ liability: an outlook

Now that the liability of RGEs is established in international law, it is imperative to explore possible mechanisms to enforce the liability. Since there is hardly any existing international practice of enforcing RGEs’ liability,\textsuperscript{109} this paper neither attempts nor is able to give conclusive answers or a detailed blueprint of how RGEs’ liability is to be enforced. Instead, this section provides a brief outlook on the possibility and feasibility of relying on existing legal and institutional structures in international and domestic law to enforce RGEs’ liability.

4.1 Possible international mechanisms

If the liability of RGEs is to be enforced through an international mechanism, a top-down model is the most likely structure of enforcement – an international authority prescribes the liability of RGEs and the receiving States enforce the liability. At first glance, two existing international structures – the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and the UNHCR – appear to be possible candidates as the international authority, but neither can find a general competence to enforce RGEs’ liability under their current mandate.

The UNSC has the power to adopt legally binding decisions to the member States, but not every resolution of the UNSC is binding. Since ‘the binding effect of [Security Council] resolutions belongs to the realm of international peace and security’\textsuperscript{110} the UNSC lacks the general ‘legislative’ authority over the matter of refugee-generating. Although one can argue that refugee-generating may adversely affect international peace and security, it would be a stretch to interpret refugee-generating \textit{per se} as a threat or breach of peace. The UNSC’s practice is not likely to support such an interpretation.\textsuperscript{111}

Some commentators envisaged the UNHCR as the central actor in the enforcement of RGEs’ liability.\textsuperscript{112} Luke Lee argued that the UN’s right to claim monetary compensation is found in the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in \textit{Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations}.\textsuperscript{113} However, contrary to Lee’s arguments, this advisory opinion is not applicable to RGEs’ liability because the factual scenarios in the advisory opinion differ substantially from those of refugee-generating. In the advisory opinion, the ICJ confirmed the UN’s capacity to claim compensation ‘concerned solely with the reparation of damage caused to the Organization when one of its agents
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erroneous or biased decision making if they are empowered with the task of identifying RGEs and enforcing liability against them.

5. Concluding remarks

It is imperative to find a plausible theoretical framework to establish RGEs’ liability. In the realm of international law, theory does not necessarily translate into practice. But new practice is hard to materialise when there is no plausible theory to justify its legality and legitimacy. Without an international legal theory upon which RGEs’ liability can be convincingly established, the receiving States are likely to feel incentivised to initiate novel practice to enforce RGEs’ liability due to the concern that such novel practice might not find support in international law.

As scholars have noted, the unprecedented refugee crisis of the current time requires novel legal solutions. Enforcement of RGEs’ liability by the receiving States would certainly be one novel legal solution to help restore the sustainable functioning of international refugee protection by ‘discourage[ing] countries of origin from creating refugees, and encourag[ing] host countries to welcome them.’ Therefore, for a helpful new practice to materialise, we need a plausible theory to justify it.

The relation between theory and practice is not a one-way street. Not only does practice find strength in theory, new practice can also shed light on theory by illuminating unexplored territories for existing theories to extend their scope of applicability and by encouraging the new theories to develop. Due to the normative lacuna in the law of international responsibility, this paper establishes RGEs’ liability upon the theoretical framework of constitutional international law. Since RGEs’ liability is derived from the involuntary territorial transfers of protection duty from the origin country to the receiving State, constitutional international law arguably only justifies the receiving State A’s enforcement of the liability against those RGEs whose victim has been admitted and protected in State A. If RGE x has a foreign asset in State A yet no refugee generated by RGE x has come to State A, then State A’s asset freeze of RGE x cannot be justified by constitutional international law.

State practice, however, can go beyond this theoretical limit of constitutional international law to progressively develop new international norms. For example, if more and more States start to enforce the liability against RGEs even when refugees generated by them have not come to these States (e.g. State A starts to freeze assets of RGE X for refugee-generating), sufficiently widespread State practice and opinio juris can result in a norm of customary international law that announces refugee-generating as a violation of international law, and the prohibition of refugee-generating can be identified as an obligation erga omnes. The erga omnes prohibition of refugee-generating may provide new theoretical grounds to justify a ‘universal jurisdiction’ to enforce the liability of RGEs even if there is no additional link between RGEs and the receiving State.

It should be stressed, however, that this author does not intend to propose the enforcement of RGEs’ liability as the solution to all refugee problems. It is not a cure-all for the refugee ‘crisis’, nor should it replace or be exploited as an excuse to circumvent the receiving States’ international obligation to protect refugees. The receiving States should be allowed to claim monetary compensation against RGEs. But this should not mean that refugee protection becomes a quid pro quo for monetary compensation. With or without actual enforcement against RGEs’ liability, the receiving State’s international obligation of refugee protection remains the same.
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